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There’s an old African proverb: “If you want to go quickly, go alone. If you 

want to go far, go together.”

To deliver on the promises of Paris and the Sustainable Development 

Goals, we need to work hand in hand, both by leveraging existing 

alliances and by forging new relationships. SEforALL is there to help make 

those handshakes happen: to help broker new partnerships and unlock 

the financing that will drive the kind of action on renewables, energy 

productivity and access that we need to counter climate change while lifting 

over a billion people out of poverty.

As a global, multi-stakeholder platform, we are there to lift up the great work 

of others. We are marshalling evidence, benchmarking progress, amplifying 

the voices of our partners and telling stories of success. We want to bring 

together leaders who may not normally talk to each other, and create space 

where questions can be aired and solutions explored, so that better choices 

on energy policy and action can be made. And we will ensure that the voices 

of the energy-poor are heard, and that women are full participants and 

beneficiaries in the energy transition.

Excerpt from the paper, “Ensuring Sustainable Energy—For All” (2016) from Climate Action, by Rachel Kyte
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The Poets For Science Collection   
Curated by Jane Hirshfield 
 
Visit Science.TravelingStanzas.com  
Experience all of the #PoetsForScience 
Emerge poems in an online collection, 
read poems about nature and science, and 
download printable signs and posters for 
the march

Visit MarchForScience.com 
Please visit the online home of the march 
to learn more and get involved

Instructions 
Create an Emerge poem using the excerpt on the front of this card. Mark 
out words and phrases with a marker so that other expressions can Emerge 
from the author’s original work. Share your work through social media 
and tag your poem with #PoetsForScience and #TravelingStanzas. 
Also consider sharing to #ScienceMarch. If you’d like, mail your poem 
to a friend or loved one by using a first class stamp. Through the 
collaborative efforts of The Wick Poetry Center and The March For 
Science we proudly stand together to advocate for the conservation of 
our environment and the importance of science through the intimate 
and inclusive voice of poetry.

#PoetsForScience
First Class 
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Rachel Kyte
Special representative of UN 
Secretary General and CEO of 
Sustainable Energy for All


